Forget fast fashion.
These London brands
are at the forefront
of the sustainable and
organic fashion movement
and are challenging
shoppers to think beyond
the high street
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“I’M NOT FROM
A FASHION
BACKGROUND,”
SAYS GAV
LAWSON,
FOUNDER
AND CEO
of ethical men’s clothing brand THTC,
which stands for The Hemp Trading
Company. “In fact, I can’t stand fashion,”
he continues with a chuckle. “I’m trying
to change the face of fashion.” We’re
sitting in his shed-like warehouse and
office space in West London. Shelves of
colorful hemp and organic cotton
T-shirts run under the stairs and along a
narrow hallway.
As we speak, big fast fashion brands
across London are engaged in a high
street arms race of ultra-stylish,
inexpensive clothing mass-produced in
large factories with chemical-laden
synthetic fabrics that end up in a landfill
after a few wears. But on the fashion
fringes, ethically and environmentally
conscious designers like Lawson are
challenging the industry to be slower,
greener and more humane.
In recent years, everyone from Brad
Pitt to Ed Sheeran has proudly worn
THTC’s socially conscious T-shirts.

Designs include a turtle struggling to
free its foot from a set of plastic six-pack
rings and a message of peace reading
simply, DROP BASS NOT BOMBS. “When
we speak up about a cause or political
issue on our Facebook page, trolls say,
‘Pipe down and go back to making
T-shirts.’ But we’re not just a T-shirt
company and we never have been,”
Lawson tells me with pride.
Lawson’s progress towards a more
sustainable fashion future constitutes a
20-year journey that has been anything
but linear. At the turn of the millennium,
he worked to convince
consumers that ethically
produced hemp T-shirts
didn’t have to feel like
sackcloth. He won the
support of A-listers like
Woody Harrelson and earned
floor space in retail giants
like Virgin Megastores and
TK Maxx. Then the 2008
financial crisis hit hard. After
declaring bankruptcy and
laying off most of his staff,
Lawson’s office was robbed
twice and a fire destroyed
£20,000 worth of T-shirt
screen-printing templates. “I
thought the fire was going to

THIS SPREAD,
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
Gav Lawson, founder
of THTC; Lawson
inspecting test prints
for T-shirt designs at
the THTC warehouse;
an independent lifestyle
boutique in South London
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We know that we
should be striving to
live more sustainably,
and fashion is a good
place to start

”
finish me off,” he confesses with a wry
smile, “but I’m like a dog with a bone.”
THTC’s garments are similarly built to
endure. “People come up to me at
festivals saying, ‘Dude, I’ve been
wearing this T-shirt for 15 years,’”
Lawson beams. In addition to being
durable, hemp fabric is far superior to
the alternatives from an environmental
point of view. “Conventional cotton
needs 10 times more water to grow than
hemp and bamboo fabric is too difficult
to produce without loads of chemical
additives,” Lawson explains.
Refusing to compromise his ethical
standards hasn’t made succeeding in the
fashion business easy over the last two
decades and it hasn’t made him rich,
but, Lawson says, it’s all been worth it:
“I can sleep at night.”
LAWSON ISN’T THE ONLY TENACIOUS,
eco-conscious entrepreneur in London
with sights set on creating a more
ethical fashion industry. Across town,
designer Joanna Dai arranges tailored
suits and separates from her eponymous
line on racks in her sunny East London
atelier. Her two collections of timeless
yet modern women’s business attire,
which look ready-made for the army of
professionals working in London’s
nearby financial district, are produced
under ethical conditions in European
factories using fabrics that have been
certified free of harmful chemicals. “My
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main fabric supplier is an Italian mill that
is committed to reducing energy use
and waste in their production process
by investing in technology,” Dai
explains, tucking a bleached lock of hair
behind one ear. “As my first supply chain
partner they really set the bar high.”
In addition to only working with
ethical suppliers, Dai is committed to
empowering women through her
minimalist, high-performance designs.
Tugging on the arm of a midnight-blue
microfiber jersey jacket and rustling a
tomato-red crepe taffeta-weight top
make clear that this isn’t your standard
boardroom attire. Her designs are
professional, polished and geometric
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THIS SPREAD,
CLOCKWISE FROM FAR LEFT
Designer Joanna Dai
arranging ethically made
clothing pieces at her
studio; Dai's moodboard;
stock at the Dai office

and yet could be described using terms
like yoga tights, silk pajamas and even
office sweatpants for how they feel. “I
believe that a woman’s clothes should
not be the limiting factor in her
performance,” Dai declares. “The last
thing she should be thinking about in an
important pitch or meeting is how tight
her waistband is.”
As for the disposable fast fashion
craze, Dai preaches that less is more. “I
don’t believe in dropping 40 new looks
per collection two to four times per
year. That’s not the business I’m in.
What professional women need are
longer-lasting, versatile pieces that work
together season after season,” she
explains. Of course price, quality and
design are important, but Dai tells me
“conscious consumers are also keen to
seek out brands that align with their
core values” and her values are front and
center in her business plan.
Dai is committed to donating a
portion of her net proceeds to
organizations that support women and
girls and champion gender equality. She

GIRL POWER
London is currently hosting a multitude of female-focused fashion and design exhibits.
These three celebrate icons that have had a unique and lasting impact on contemporary style

Frida Kahlo: Making Her Self Up
Victoria and Albert Museum
Through November 4

Orla Kiely: A Life in Pattern
Fashion and Textile Museum
Through September 23

Diana: Her Fashion Story
Kensington Palace
Through the end of November

With a display of personal
artifacts, clothes, photos and
paintings that have never been
shown outside of Mexico, this
exhibition is a must-visit both for
design fiends and die-hard fans of
the iconic Mexican artist.
vam.ac.uk

See over 150 innovative graphic
patterns and products from one
of the UK and Ireland’s most
influential designers. Follow the
creation and dissemination of the
instantly recognizable Stem and
Flower patterns, among others.
ftmlondon.org

An elegant exhibition in
her former London home
commemorates the beloved
royal’s famous fashion moments,
such as the flak vest and Armani
chinos she wore to the landmine
fields of Angola in 1997.
hrp.org.uk
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“
We need to ask ourselves,
Why is this high street T-shirt
so cheap? What is the true
cost of this shirt to society
and to the environment?

”
THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE
FROM RIGHT
Rhoda Chan, founder of
P.i.C Style; dolls for sale
at Brixton Village and
Market Row; Chan's
sketches

also offsets her carbon emissions with
shipping partner DHL and provides a
free return label that shoppers can use
to donate any gently used items to
non-profit organization Dress for
Success. “There’s a lot of education still
to do around the human and
environmental toll of the fashion
industry,” she says, “but the dialogue on
sustainable fashion is picking up.”
THAT CONVERSATION IS TAKING PLACE
all over London in Brixton Village’s

eclectic vintage clothing shops, in
Broadway Market’s hip independent
boutiques and, on a recent sunny
afternoon, in a coffee shop in artsy
Shoreditch. “The 2013 Rana Plaza
disaster in Bangladesh laid bare the toll
the fast fashion industry can take on
people’s lives,” Rhoda Chan, another
female designer making her mark on the
sustainable London fashion scene, tells
me. “It’s really made people think about
the impact of their fashion choices.”
Chan’s capsule collection under the
brand name P.i.C Style – which stands
for Partners in Crime – reflects her
minimalist, contemporary aesthetic and
slight rebellious streak. Through her
designs, she’s rebelling against a
fast-paced, mass-produced consumer
lifestyle and supporting local businesses
in the process. “I buy organic,
sustainable fabrics from a mill in Wales
and use two small garment factories in
London,” Chan explains. Supporting
local businesses keeps P.i.C Style’s
carbon footprint small and enables Chan
to avoid waste by purchasing just the
amount of fabric she needs.
Chan’s collection of eight pieces is
stylish without being trendy and can be
swapped around and transformed into
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The Kingsland sweatshirt
by P.i.C Style; items from
independent makers on
sale at Brixton Village
and Market Row

50 different outfits. The reversible
Camden Dress doubles as a long
sleeveless jacket while the Bethnal Pinny
and Hackney Jumpsuit morph into a
high-waisted skirt and trousers,
respectively, when their bibs are
removed. “The idea is that a single piece
from the collection can transform and
minimize your wardrobe, leading to a
simpler, more convenient and
sustainable lifestyle,” Chan notes.
Clothes this fun and functional help
banish any pre-conceived notions about
what hippie or frumpy ethical fashion
might look like. All three designers are
proving that switching to slow fashion
does not have to mean limited style
options or astronomical price tags.
Social media campaigns and
organizations like the Ethical Fashion
Forum, which Lawson helped found in
2006, have helped spread the message
that creating a more ethical fashion
industry is both important and
achievable. But despite growing interest
in ethically produced clothing, it’s not
easy competing with giant retailers that
can make and sell their products at a
fraction of the price. Still, Lawson
pleads, “We need to ask ourselves, ‘Why
is this high street T-shirt so cheap? What
is the true cost of this shirt to society
and to the environment?’”
Chan agrees. “We know we should be
striving to live more sustainably, and
fashion is a good place to start.”

SLOW
FA S H I O N
GUIDE
69b Boutique
This Broadway Market
stalwart was the ﬁrst
in London to stock only
socially responsible fashion.
Featured labels include
the UK’s fair trade pioneer
People Tree, plus Londonbased Birdsong and Here
Today Here Tomorrow.
69bboutique.com
The Keep Boutique
This charming shop in
Brixton Village and Market
Row stocks a curated
selection of ethical fashion
ﬁnds from trusted brands.
The clothes are stylish and
affordable with a focus
on quality, craftsmanship
and sustainability.
thekeepboutique.com

Experience a heartwarming,
world-class journey with the country’s
first and only 4-Star Airline. PAL flies
daily between Manila and London.
Website: philippineairlines.com
Facebook: fb.com/flyPAL
Reservations (Manila): +63 2 855 8888
Swingaround tour package:
swingaround.philippineairlines.com
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